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NEW MARKET EMERGES in High Schools Across the USA
Bronx, NY–As weekly editions of America’s ground breaking newspaper, the High
School Xpress, prepare to debut in schools across the country, a new nationwide
market is emerging and executives are predicting unprecedented new advertising
revenues for their companies. For the first time, the 16 million students in the United
States enrolled in public and private institutions – continued on page 4

kids & ads
Bronx, NY–HSX announces a new,
nationwide publishing partnership
between secondary schools and
advertisers, transforming school
newspapers into advertising juggernauts. All HSX publications are
created using variable printing techniques with the ability to customize
and personalize every page of every
publication. Students are encouraged to directly participate in creating their own publications. They
will also enjoy advertising aimed
specifically at what teenagers are
looking to purchase.
“What makes HSX publications
unique,” says HSX President Jamie
Kleiman, “is variable data on every page, allowing personalized and
customized ads to be inserted into
select copies of any publication.”
“It’s like Madison Avenue is

dating the Board of Education,” says
Bruce Kluger, a journalist who writes
about family issues for, among others, USA Today. “The kind of partnership HSX is brokering for American advertisers and high schools all
across the country is unprecedented
because it allows local, regional,
and national companies invaluable
access to America’s students. It’s a
great opportunity for advertisers to
align themselves with kids in a positive way.”
There are obvious benefits for
schools taking advantage of the nocharge policy HSX offers its subscribers for its newspaper and yearbook publishing services. These can
– continued on page 3

“

> talking points:

Increased revenue, new ad territories,
untapped markets, personalized ads
using variable data technology

a match made in heaven

It’s like
Madison
Avenue is
dating the
Board of
Education”

– Bruce Kluger, USA Today Board of Contributors

2012: Year
of Variable
Data
Ad Sales Soar with
Variable Data Technology
Personalized Ads for
Every H.S. Student
H.S. Students Cash in
Coupons
HSX is using its breakthrough printing
technology to educate and entertain
students in innovative and exciting
ways. HSX is also offering advertisers
specialized tools to create and place
ads in both HSX publications.
The N-Kit changes how traditional school newspapers are utilized
throughout America’s secondary educational system. The Y-Kit redefines
one of the quintessential high school
traditions, the yearbook, by providing
all students a free, personalized edition each year.
The Y-Kit relies upon a unique
creation system that will challenge
traditional yearbook printers with its
text, imaging, – continued on page 6

First Amendment Rights a Hit with Today’s High School Kids
Bronx, NY––HSX offers subscribing
schools unprecedented access to an unabridged press. What the First Amendment
grants in theory, HSX delivers in practice,
via its newspapers and yearbooks.
The responsibilities and power associated with a free press are considerable and
complex, but appropriate for high schools.
Therefore, HSX cedes editorial control to its
subscribing students and advisers.
An on-line news service run by HSX
will offer relevant news, opinion, and images
to increase the options students and their
advisers have when laying out their edition.
However, HSX will not censor student copy

Editorial
Control
and
Privacy:
The HSX
View

or interfere with editorial
decisions made by its
subscribers.
As the publisher of
record for all its print
products, HSX retains the
copyright on all original
material
it
publishes,
granting use of the
copyrighted material to
its originators for noncommercial purposes.
As for privacy issues,
HSX is committed to protecting the privacy of its subscribers. HSX will know cer-

tain information, such as
the identity, school, and
homeroom of the students, but HSX will not
solicit or collect personal
information, such as email
or home addresses, telephone numbers, or social
media pages.
Through
personalized
questionnaires in the
newspaper approved by
the schools, HSX will offer
students the opportunity to state their preferences, interests, and accomplishments.

To encourage the students to provide the
information, HSX will offer inducements
that include coupons and other premiums.
HSX will not use preference or interest
information outside the context of helping
already vetted advertisers identify groups
of students whose desires coincide with an
advertiser’s products or services.
This approach allows advertisers to target specific students, send each a message
customized for him or her, yet not know
anyone’s name, address, telephone number or Facebook page, thereby protecting a
student’s privacy without limiting access to
information of interest.

Teens Love Customized Advertising in Free School Papers

introducting a powerful new way to reach
teenage consumers.
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New Love Affair Blossoms Between Advertisers and Schools
create for themselves by doing
activities they enjoy may be the
most important benefit HSX offers its subscribers,” says HSX
CEO Larry Kleiman. “These experiences will open unique windows of opportunity and will
stay with the students for the
rest of their lives.”
“We’re very excited to have
HSX in our schools,” says Jeffrey
Tishler of Buckley High School
in Hartford, Connecticut. “They
offer a perfect mix of old school
journalism and breakthrough
technology. And, having access
around-the-clock is a real bonus for our busy students and
faculty.”
HSX encourages students
to explore a variety of skills, including journalism, photo-journalism, investigative reporting,
art design, graphic production,
and business management, including a hands-on approach to
the world of advertising.
Depending on breaking
news–local, regional, national,
or international–a typical week
may include any or all of those
facets of publication. Once a
school gets rolling, there’s no
limit to how far students can go
in determining content.
As students complete each

each
newspaper
is designed
for and
addressed
to a specific
student

edition of the newspaper, it will
be digitally archived for secure
access by current subscribers
and other authorized individuals
and groups.
Advertisements will be accessible via a separate online
archive where students, parents,
and online visitors may view previous advertising, searching for
ads offering updated online coupons, and sampling customers
with new offers and specials. In a
matter of months, this advertising “library” will be well stocked
with attractive inducements for
students and their families. As
word-of-mouth spreads about
this active, consumer-friendly
site, HSX will be creating an ever-expanding customer base for
its advertisers.
The N-kit, a professionally designed and edited 16-page
“dummy” newspaper, will be
generated out of the HSX New
York office and delivered weekly
via the internet to subscribing schools. Students and their
advisers are encouraged to exchange the dummy’s professionally produced content with their
own, using free, HSX-provided
software.
The students transmit the
edited dummy to HSX, where

a specialized computer system
drives a state of the art digital
press, printing a customized edition of the paper for each subscribing student. Finally, the
papers are packaged and shipped
overnight to subscribing schools,
where the individually addressed
newspapers are distributed to the
students in their homerooms.
”It would be very cool to
receive a newspaper at school,
addressed to me, with articles
and ads and stuff inside that are
made just for me,” says Malcolm,
a sophomore at Toms River High
School in New Jersey.
A typical edition would include eight pages of student
controlled editorial material and
an equal number of advertising pages controlled by HSX.
Pages are tabloid format, 11” x
15”, printed in full color on newsprint.
“The professional guidance
of the HSX editorial and design
team, along with their new technology, will give us the chance to
put out a far superior product for
our students, not to mention the
revenue all these ads will create
for our school,” says Anne Heinrich, Director of Communications and Marketing for City
Academy in St. Louis, Missouri.
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continued from front page – easily
cost a school and its students
$100,000 or more annually if
sourced from traditional suppliers.
With skyrocketing costs
in mind, HSX is encouraging
schools to create a new revenue
stream by selling advertising
in their free newspapers and
yearbooks. HSX recognizes the
extraordinary privilege it’s being
offered to bring its publications
to America’s public and private
high schools. It also realizes that
it has a significant responsibility
to accept advertisers whose
ads will be adaptable to local
standards and customs.
Being sensitive to the needs
and expectations of individual
schools is a key component to
HSX’s success. By holding its’
advertisers to standards established by the schools and their
communiities, HSX will be challenging the industry to make the
most of their access to America’s youth. Prioritizing education and entertainment are just
two ways HSX intends to inspire
students to create quality journalism and become savvy consumers.
“The creative discipline and
practical challenges students

hsx JEANS
only at main street jeans co.
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NEW MARKET
EMERGES in High Schools
Across the USA
continued from front page - for the 2011-2012
school year can be directly addressed
by school approved, advertising bearing
publications.
“Those kids represent an unprecedented amount of sales,” says Betsy
Nowland-Curry an advertising consultant
in Lexington, Kentucky, referring to the
250 schools that have already committed
to the High School Xpress program.
“Principals all over the country are
eager to get started,” says Larry Kleiman,
the CEO of HSX. “They understand the
benefits of customized advertising for
their kids and the extra revenue this will
bring for their school.”
When you take into account the enormous sums of money that is spent each
year on consumer research, it’s no wonder
why a weekly newspaper for kids is so attractive. As the HSX editorial team cultivates a steady stream of communication
with high school journalists and faculty
advisers around the country, they will also
be receiving a constant flow of feedback
pertaining to the eight pages of advertising
that shares space each week in their 16page publications.
“Once those specific consumer
preferences are passed on to our advertisers,
they can tweak their ads to optimize sales
in a particular location,” says Kleiman.
“Ad sales will increase as our innovative
advertising products become successful
components of larger, youth focused ad
campaigns.”
But it won’t just be the students voicing their wishes for products and services.
HSX will utilize its formidable data processing capabilities to gather feedback

from the schools and communities they
represent as a way to establish community standards that advertisers can use as
a guideline for responsible advertising.
“It’s an ideal situation for sales executives and their clients,” says Anthony Del
Monte, President of Squeaky Wheel Media
in New York City. “On the one hand, you’ve
got a captive––and wonderfully demanding––audience of high school kids. On the
other side, you have corporations with serious concerns about sensible investments
and positive public relations. HSX offers
both.”
“HSX, with it’s highly controlled circulation, timely delivery package, and targeted marketing design, is an ideal outlet
for advertisers and we are poised to make
the most of that in the coming years,” says
Kleiman.
For advertising and media executives,
the High School Xpress is an invigorating
alternative to internet advertising. Attracting 14 to 18 year-olds is an ongoing
challenge and HSX, while leveraging the
internet as a marketing and distribution
method for its external applications and
products, offers far more than what the
internet can provide. It’s welcomed into
the homerooms of high schools across
America, as a regularly produced, free,
high school weekly newspaper that can
customize its editorial content and advertising for every student subscriber.
“It’s like getting the best out of a direct
mail campaign while associating yourself
with a much needed educational venture,”
says Nowland-Curry.“It’s win-win situation for everybody, including advertisers,
students, parents, and educators.”
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Traditional Publishers
Miss New Wave in
Student Publishing
Current newspaper publishers, including
their financiers and suppliers, are locked
into rigid and limiting operational methods based upon pre-1980 technology that
cannot be changed easily or quickly.
Staffing, production, distribution,
pricing, and marketing are all struggling
to adapt to the needs and desires of today’s
consumers. Teenagers and their younger
siblings, who are growing up with electronic tools as their main means of communication, are challenging 120 year-old
publishing models.
Subsequently, these venerable institutions are missing the launching of a new
mode of journalistic transportation, as
school, students, and parents join America’s advertisers in moving into a new age of
technology and shared information.
HSX is at the forefront of these
changes, with a multi-million dollar, oneof-a-kind, variable data printing plant,
opening soon near the operational hub of
one of America’s premier overnight delivery companies.
This investment and location will
offer HSX the unique opportunity to in-
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dependently produce and deliver its
products at sharply reduced costs, while
simultaneously increasing its capabilities
and functionality. Recently introduced,
cutting edge digital presses will allow full
color variable content to be printed on
every page of every edition of every HSX
publication–including customized advertising–thereby eliminating costly prepress
activities and materials.
The HP designed thermal inkjet digital press consumes about 450 feet of media each minute as it prints variable data
on both sides of 30-inch-wide rolls of paper. HSX converts one hour of this output
into eight editions of the HSX, with each
edition comprising 1,000 fully customized
and personalized copies of the 16-page
newspaper.
HSX is an innovative and socially
aware company, operating simultaneously
as a committed educator and targeted marketer, as it brings together educational and
advertising communities to responsibly
educate students while delivering appropriate and valuable commercial messages
and offers.
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HSX Rivals Internet
for Millions of Readers
A short surfing session through the internet
will demonstrate that attempts by traditional
publishing houses and educational companies to
create online newspapers for high schools kids
have been failing miserably. They are out-of-date,
stale, and infrequently visited by students. It’s clear
that up until now, the internet has not provided
a consistently produced, reliable, and engaging
publication for our nation’s high school students.
HSX can compete with the internet on
every level. It provides structure and standards
unavailable to today’s teenage internet user. The
combination of professional editorial and graphic
standards, timely, daily generated content, and
reliable, speedy distribution makes HSX a unique
and desirable provider of an unrivaled journalistic
experience. HSX’s innovative advertising program
rivals anything the internet can provide and is
conveniently delivered to the students in their
homerooms.
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2012: YEAR of VARIABLE DATA
Ad Sales Soar with Variable Data Technology
continued from front page - layout and editing
tools, as well as with new page templates
and design concepts.
Commercial printers who currently
supply yearbooks to America’s high schools
will soon be paying rapt attention as HSX
makes its first forays into this lucrative market. The biggest disruption in the industry
may very well be the publishing model that
HSX will be altering by giving the yearbook
away, rather than charging for it. With income from coupons and advertising––not
sales of the books–schools will not only
provide free yearbooks to their students;
they will derive income from the advertising at levels they have never seen before.

|

Personalized Ads for Every Student

The reason for this is simple. Ads can be
customized. Each student can receive a
yearbook designed just for him or her.
“This unique approach will give HSX a
tremendous advantage over its commercial
printing competitors,” says Larry Kleiman,
HSX CEO. “We won’t just be giving the
product away to the students for free. With
its state-of-the-art approach to advertising, HSX will essentially be paying the kids
and the schools to enjoy their yearbooks.”
A typical yearbook will be 128 pages,
portrait formatted, 8.5” x 11” letter-sized,
hardbound on high quality glossy paper,
and personalized for every student.
“Just like our weekly newspaper will be

SAMPLE AD USING variable data TECHNOLOGY:
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H.S. Students Cash in Coupons

able to customize its advertising to take into
account regional culture, community tastes,
and personal student shopping preferences,
so too will our Y-Kit yearbooks,” says Kleiman. “We offer two new and innovative
products: personalized coupons and Shout
Outs.”
The variable data coupons, according to Kleiman, will be bound into the back
of the yearbooks on laminated, perforated
pages and can be printed 20 up on a page for
easy removal from the book. They are designed for students to “remove them as they
use them,” and are directed at commercial
advertisers. Traditional display ads can be
individually customized and personalized in
full page, half page, quarter page and eighth
page formats that can be purchased by students, friends, and families, as well as local
merchants, regional chains, and national
brands.
“Shout Outs,” Kleiman continued, “are
for the kids. They can use HSX supplied
apps, downloaded to their smart phone,
tablet, or laptop computer, to craft messages and graphics. These Shout Outs can then
be placed into other students’ yearbooks.
It takes signing a classmate’s yearbook to a
whole new level.”
The Y-Kit will use the internet to provide students and their advisers downloadable applications and tools to compose and
assemble their yearbooks. When the stu-

dents have completed their content, they
transmit the completed books to HSX, where
the same customized computer system that
creates the school newspapers is configured
to produce yearbooks.
After printing and binding, the yearbooks are shipped to the school, where each
individualized edition is distributed to the
student for which it was personalized.
This kind of service cannot be replicated by any type of internet publication. HSX
also feels confident that within three years,
its technology will be so successful that it
will effectively revolutionize how yearbooks
are produced for America’s 36,000 secondary schools.
“This kind of creative freedom and
publishing control, coupled with HSX’s universal ‘no charge for students’ policy, will
redefine the way yearbooks are produced,”
says Kleiman. “We are especially excited
about the ‘direct mail’ style possibilities.
We feel that this will open up an advertising world that until now has been virtually
untapped.”

“We offer two new
and innovative
products:
personalized
coupons and
Shout Outs.”
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33 million
kids, ages 12-19,
spent over
$155 billion
last year on
products and
services aimed
specifically
at their age
group.
–The Money Show (PBS)

more on page 3

HSX Lets You
Personalize Your Ads
with Variable Data
Technology
H.s. Xpress Connects
Advertisers Directly
to Student Consumers
A recent survey from the Keller Fay Group,
a marketing research company, found that
teens engage in far more word-of-mouth
marketing than the general public. Seventy-eight percent of teens spread the word
to each other about media and entertainment brands, compared to 57% of the
overall population. Sixty-seven percent
discuss technology products, compared
to 39% of the total public.
According to a 2010 Experian Sim-

mons National Teen Study, 17.5% of teenagers say that viewing advertisements
make them buy things.
A 2010 Nielsen Company survey
reports that one in four teenagers read a
newspaper the old-fashioned way. Imagine those numbers increasing when an
exciting publication like High School
Xpress, featuring customized ads, is delivered to their school each week.

Rachel, 16, and her Facebook friends love print ads catered expressly for them. “My parents don’t let me buy stuff online,” says Rachel, “but when I
show them the great sales and coupons in the XPress, everything is cool.”

